Improved upper and lower bounds are found for the number of hamiltonian circuits in the zz-cube.
(1) hin) y C{ljT8) , n y 2.
In deriving our lower bound we shall make use of the following lemma from Abbott [4] . If we now include the two edges connecting Gj to C, through these four nodes and exclude the two original edges we will now have a hamiltonian circuit on Q . Since there are (72 -l)2"~ /2 ways to choose the first edge we
This is similar to a result obtained by Abbott [A] .
Now using the result of Lemma 1 we get (3) hln)>2nh2ln-l)/ln-l).
Using this relation and a known value for hin) (for ?2 = 3, hl3) = 6) we can solve this recurrence relation and get a lower bound on hin). 
